Continuation of Agriculture Export Promotion Plan Schemes (XII Plan)

Applications under the Agriculture Export Promotion Plan scheme are being accepted upto 30th September 2017 for the following two categories.

1. SC Category (only proprietary firm)
2. Exporters from North East

1. SC Category

The proprietor having Scheduled Caste status may apply for Agricultural Market Promotion Scheme for the period 2012-17. This scheme is still valid till September 30, 2017 under this category.

2. Exporters from North East States

The Exporters from North East states namely Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya, Manipur, Mizoram, Nagaland, Tripura and Sikkim may apply for Agricultural Market Promotion Scheme for the period 2012-17 for setting of projects only in NER states. This scheme is still valid till September 30, 2017 under this category.